Sentence Completion 12 (low-beginning level)

Directions: Choose the best word to complete each sentence.

1) Andrew _______ right now. He wants to pass his test tomorrow.
   A. is making
   B. is teaching
   C. is studying
   D. is doing

2) Kline _______ a letter to his parents right now.
   A. is studying
   B. is writing
   C. is cooking
   D. is singing

3) Right now, William _______ dinner for his family.
   A. is reading
   B. is talking
   C. is playing
   D. is cooking

4) Teresa and Jon _______ soccer right now.
   A. are talking
   B. are writing
   C. are playing
   D. are making

5) Right now, Takeshi _______ a new car.
   A. is running
   B. is sleeping
   C. is buying
   D. is watching

6) Right now, Natasha and I _______. The water feels good!
   A. are running
   B. are studying
   C. are helping
   D. are swimming

7) You _______ English now.
   A. are drawing
   B. are practicing
   C. are eating
   D. are having

8) Tommy and I _______ to a party on Saturday.
   A. are buying
   B. are eating
   C. are going
   D. are having

9) The baby _______ right now. Don’t wake her up!
   A. is sleeping
   B. is walking
   C. is snowing
   D. is studying

10) Right now, Marcel _______ with his dog.
    A. is listening
    B. is playing
    C. is being
    D. is raining